Float Value of the skin ranges from 0.00 to 0.08, which makes Navaja Knife | Doppler Phase 4 available only in Factory New and Minimal Wear condition. At levels of wear close to the maximum, the knife has noticeable scratches and abrasions located on the spine and the front part of the handle. Skin Features. The quality of Navaja Knife | Doppler Phase 4 is Covert. The skin has a StatTrak option and is close to phases 1 and 3 in terms of rarity. The skin belongs to the “Navaja Knife | Doppler” series. Skin popularity. Due to a relatively low price, Navaja Knife | Doppler Phase 4 became available in Factory New and Minimal Wear condition. At levels of wear close to the maximum, the knife has noticeable scratches and abrasions located on the spine and the front part of the handle. Skin Features. The quality of Navaja Knife | Doppler Phase 4 is Covert. The skin has a StatTrak option and is close to phases 1 and 3 in terms of rarity. The skin belongs to the “Navaja Knife | Doppler” series. Skin popularity. Due to a relatively low price, Navaja Knife | Doppler Phase 4 became available in Factory New and Minimal Wear condition. At levels of wear close to the maximum, the knife has noticeable scratches and abrasions located on the spine and the front part of the handle. Skin Features. The quality of Navaja Knife | Doppler Phase 4 is Covert. The skin has a StatTrak option and is close to phases 1 and 3 in terms of rarity. The skin belongs to the “Navaja Knife | Doppler” series. Skin popularity. Due to a relatively low price, Navaja Knife | Doppler Phase 4 became available in Factory New and Minimal Wear condition. At levels of wear close to the maximum, the knife has noticeable scratches and abrasions located on the spine and the front part of the handle.
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Camera body.

Camera body name. Serial Prefix. Phase One 645AF Body. PA. Phase One 645DF Body. PJ. Phase One 645DF+ Body. PX. Phase One XF Body. RA. Phase One XT Body. RF. Phase One iXR Body. XR. 
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